EC declaration of conformity

This declaration relates exclusively to the machinery in the state in which it was placed on the market, and excludes components which are added and/or operations carried out subsequently by the final user.

The manufacturer
Braun – Windturbinen GmbH
Südstraße 19
57583 Nauroth
Federal Republic of Germany

declares that the equipment as specified below

| Description of equipment: | small wind turbine |
| Field of application: | for grid connection or heating |
| Year of production: | 2011 |

complies with the regulations of 2006/95/EC (machinery directive), 2006/95/EC (low voltage directive) and 2004/108/EC (EMC directive).

The following harmonized standards have been used:
EN 61400-2:2006
EN 60204-1/VDE 0113-1:2007-06
EN ISO 12100-1:2003

This person putting the wind turbine it into service has to obey the procedure for the commissioning and local or site specific requirements before handover to the final customer. A copy of the technical file for this equipment is available from the manufacturer.

Nauroth 14.2.2011 Manuela Ermert-Braun Owner
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